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We are coming to an end of our first year of business and having to 
report our company’s revenue and financial records as per the Danish 
Law. However, Vain Dane Athletic is facing a very different picture than 
what we had estimated, when we launched our website last year. The 
first year’s revenue is what should have brought the investors onboard to 
ensure we could grow and engage in more sustainable projects.

When we launched our website our sales really started taking off in 
September 2019, increasing monthly, and ending the year with a very 
promising result. We had won a 3rd place in a Danish entrepreneurial 
award only 4 months after going live and we had signed with some really 
interesting partners and B2B customers, who place the same importance 
on Global Goals, sustainability, and fair prices, as we do.

So the pandemic came as somewhat of a shock to us and immediately 
cancelled out all of our sales efforts due to the lockdown and   
cancellations of all things sport related – our customer base. 
We had just received our new B2B running shirts for all the summer’s 
company events - and social races.

Autumn 2019 was spent on the road giving lectures, talks, participate in
workshops, judging entrepreneurial competitions, and inspiring students 
and investors to take risks and think in sustainable ways. We held an event 
with brand ambassador Camilla Salling Olsen, Træk Vejret! (Breathe!) on 
using your breathing as a tool to control your nerves. We were supposed 
to participate in Fair Festival 2020 in Aarhus, a 3 day sustainable fair, but 
due to Covid it was moved to march 2021.

To solidify Vain Dane Athletic’s commitment to all our existing partners 
and new projects, we’ve decided to continue working on our zero waste 
projects hoping to launch a Crowdfunding campaign in October 2020 to 
continue our work contributing to the Global Goals, new partners, and 
our own values and commitments.

The future leaves openings for new partnerships,
sustainable and social commitments.

From our own work through the last year and that of our partners, we 
believe that we will have to find new ways to sell sportswear and engage 
our customers. We are facing a global crisis with overwhelming financial 
implications for people all over the world.

Entrepreneurship award, circular production,
Covid-19, and our work towards certifications



So our newly established social economical partnerships in India will be 
one of our main focuses for the coming year.

We are currently undergoing a company restructure to ensure Vain Dane
Athletic now and in the future will value the stakeholders as much as the
shareholders, and we are committing to this through our vision and 
mission statement and applying for a B-Corp certification. 
This has meant we had to take another look at aspects such as employee 
relations, supplier, processes, financial setup, social, environmental and 
climate impact of Vain Dane Athletic’s activities.

We are a small company getting ready to hire once the crisis shows 
signs of slowing down. In the meantime we work hard on improving 
website, salesnumbers and product experiences, establishing policies 
and procedures to ensure employees are heard and undergo career 
developments throughout their employment.

At Vain Dane Athletic we navigate under the guidance of the Global Goals, 
which has been placed as pillars in the company structure to ensure we 
have ethical guidance in our growth. We base our decisions on scientific 
evidence, but run the company and our work based on the understanding 
of the context and bigger picture.

There might be decisions, which based on scientific evidence, when
looked at isolated, does not make sense. But when adding more pieces to 
the puzzle the ethical value added trumps that of science. Sustainability 
is often judged by a small group of so-called experts, who measure your 
actions on a single scale like “what is the CO2 emissions of the company”. 
However, it does not reflect the real impact of a company.

We own our responsibilities and decisions, cause we believe in achieving 
the greatest effect possible for as many of our stakeholders as possible. 
We want to be held accountable on a broad scale and thereby preserving 
both nature and communities.

Tina Søgaard-Pedersen, 
Owner, Vain Dane Athletic
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Welcome to our first sustainability report. For the company transparency is important both in terms of our production 
and product development, but also how we continue to work towards improving our dealings with customers and 
partnerships. 

There are certain areas of our production, which we can only marginally improve on, as we do not ourselves regenerate 
the nylon, dye the textiles, or sew the clothes. So we have no direct impact on water consumption in the production 
of our textiles. However, by always looking at how to improve all aspects of our design process to include the best 
possible choices for both nature and workers. We can at least improve on those parameters choosing the most 
sustainable supplier and material. This is a continuous process and a lasting and long-term goal.

It is hard gaining the trust of the customers mainly due to lack of knowledge concerning products and how things are 
made. We constantly battle an up hill educational battle, where we have to educate the consumer about the content 
of synthetic sportswear textiles such as polyester, nylon and acrylic. But it’s a challenge we accept. It might take us 
longer to reach the same sales numbers as conventional brands, but we believe it’s the right path to take.

The main communication channels with our customers are our website and social media accounts, where we try to 
give as many details about our production and products as we can. Secondary, we participate in a lot of workshops, 
networks, and talks, where we can make as much information available to the listeners. The sustainability report is 
based on accurate numbers and records from 2019/2020, but we have tried to do it in a format that is communicative.

WELCOME  





VISION 
We provide athletes with quality sustainable 
sportswear without compromise to design,
environmental - and ethical commitments, and 
quality.



CORE VALUESMISSION  
Providing quality sportswear from sustainable 
materials in an environmental friendly circular 
zero waste production

Buy less – Choose 
well
We encourage our customers to only 
buy what they need

We work towards improving the
conditions in the oceans by using 
textiles made from regenerated nylon 
from discarded fishing nets and ocean 
waste

Inclusiveness and 
diversity
We value each person’s perspective 
and contribution and we create an 
inclusive environment, where new 
business ideas and employees are 
encouraged to grow and thrive.

Keeping waste to a minimum is a 
core value. We also try at any given 
time to minimize the amount of 
different materials used in any of our 
products and with constant product 
development upgrade with better 
choices when available.

Integrity & Honesty
We communicate with positive intent 
and transparency.

SustainabilityClean Ocean - Clean 
Conscience - Clean 
Sport

We proactively seek opportunities to 
improve our performance on design, 
sustainability, ourselves, and our  
communities.

Responsibility to 
stakeholders

• We commit to a zero waste strategy

• To become the most recognized and trusted  

sustainable sportswear brand in Europe

• We take back worn out VDA clothes and give 

back a return deposit to ensure the customers 

have a sustainable alternative, when discarding 

the worn out clothes. Company KPI

• A market pioneer in zero waste and circular      

sportswear production and innovation

• We donate 2% of our annual revenue to 

research, charity, and partnerships. Company 

KPI.

• We take social responsibility by creating  

opportunities for marginalized women

• Meaningful company internships through our 

non-profit project ”Paita & Peppu”



Global Goals 
Company corner stones and 
ethical compass
Our commitment to the UN’s 2030 agenda and the 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) act as our “Eco Pledge” which is our way to full sustaina-
bility. We have chosen 4 main goals we work with in Vain Dane Athletic and another 2 with our non-profit project Paita & Peppu, each defined by specific 
areas for improvement and related projects to be implemented.

SUSTAINABILITY PILLARS IMPROVEMENT AREAS SUPPORTED SDGs

Redesigning products from a circular and 
zero waste point of view

Protecting the environment

Attention to the well-being of people incl 
our ambassadors, suppliers and customers

Shared responsible in supply chain 
and zero waste strategy

Ensure products fit waste management policy
Constantly improve the design process

Support the local communities

Ensure a circular repsonsible production with 
zero waste and materials from low energy 
sources.
CO2 emission footprint calculation 

Spreading the culture of sustainability
Get more textile partners onboard the Paita 
& Peppu project

Develop internship opportunities and 
growth for employees
Support local sustainable initiatives

Visit production site of our suppliers
Offer career development for employees



Vain Dane Athletic embraces a circular economy and that doesn’t just mean buying sustainable textiles made from plastic waste. That’s “greenwashing“ at its best. 
Instead we rethink the product by adopting a broader, more visionary perspective and collaborating with our various stakeholders.
By using ECONYL® regenerated nylon, we have the recycled textiles in place, but it takes more to create high quality products and giving life to materials that still 
have infinite lives to live like when the clothes has been worn out and normally will end up in the landfill. This is one area, where we have changed our approach 
to our design strategy. Also our brand ambassadors give us feedback on performance and design at the early sample development stage, which helps improved 
the overall customer satisfaction giving the clothes a longer life.
The way we work with sustainability in our design process is by going for a 100% solution, if not possible immediately then within the next production of the given 
style. Some components can only be bought in very large quantities and more styles will have to share those components in order for us to get the sustainable 
solution e.g. zippers.

Our Commitment 
Rethinking products 



Our commitment to a zero waste policy means that we have to strive 
at optimizing our design process in all areas of the production. We had a 
good starting point, but with limited design knowledge prior to starting 
Vain Dane Athletic, we have of course made some beginner mistakes 
that we have learned from and wont repeat going forward.

This year we were focused on having a small, but honest selection of the 
main sportswear clothes needed for indoor and outdoor training. We 
selected high quality textiles and accessories and worked on designs that 
would fit all body types. We also needed to understand our customers 
throughout our first year and through our ambassadors’ feedback, where 
we needed to improve the fit and performance of each style.

The way we work with sustainability in our design process is by going 
for a 100% solution, if not possible immediately then within the next 
production of the given style. Some components can only be bought in 
very large quantities and more styles will have to share those components 
in order for us to get the sustainable solution e.g. zippers.

The process
Design – pattern
Our design process is our focus area and constructing the patterns with 
all their details is time consuming. We have to focus on sustainability, 
durability, fit, and aesthetics. Our design is clean and minimalistic, typical 
Scandinavian, without unnecessary gadgets, cause at the end of the day its 
your dedication to your workout routine that affects your performance 
not the amout of mesh.

The design process starts with a product idea that we want to include 
in our range. We look at the individual pieces based on the following 

criteria: 
• Does it compliment our existing range
• What sport would it be good for; 
• What qualities should the garment have to support the athlete, 
• What textile would be suitable – can it be mono-materials, 
• What sizes would sell, 
• What colours, 
• Can something be removed that has no function?
• How will it re-enter our circular production – waste management

Mono-materials are key to recycling the clothes. There are two ways 
we look at the material; 

1. Composition of the textile; is it 100% one material – our 
preferred, or have natural and synthetic fibers been mixed

2. Number of different textiles needed in the design. Can one 
textile be used for all pattern parts

Ambassador and customer perspective and feedback
We rely heavily on our ambassadors to give us feedback on our clothes 
at sample stage to ensure, we have taken everything into consideration. 
We also rely on our customers to give us feedback on how the clothes 
have performed and how it could be improved. 
We have ambassadors from a number of different sports such as 
Crossfit, OCR and functional training. The feedback from previous styles 
is considered, when developing new styles to ensure we keep improving 
our clothes, so the customers can fully enjoy the workout.

Design Strategy









Circular production – the keyword when looking at our 
production.

When Vain Dane Athletic was established, we put a lot of thought into how 
we could make our production flow as environmentally friendly as possible 
with the right suppliers and the least possible environmental impact. We 
decided on a 100% European sewing production and to commit to a 90% 
European production on components and textiles. Certain materials are 
currently not available in Europe in a quality, where we would consider it 
a sustainable choice to use that product. Elastics are one of the main areas 
of improvement for our production. Using a sustainable elastic would mean 
that the elastic wouldn’t last as long as a conventional made one - leaving the 
clothes’ longevity for wear shorter. Instead we chose a supplier, who is female 
owned, Oeko-Tex certified, and based in Hong Kong.

Our supplier strategy and strong relationship with key stakeholders have 
helped us during the Covid-19 uncertainty. We have chosen partners, who 
have the necessary understanding for our zero waste production strategy 
allowing us to control all aspects of material purchase, small quantity orders, 
and close communication correcting misunderstandings and potential issues 
before they arise.

The patterns are made in collaboration with our sewing partner in Lithuania 
after they receive the design sheet. They are the experts and with their input 
a sample is made with the materials already in our textile stock. The sample 
is tested, worn and any corrections communicated to the sewing team. 

Materials are ordered directly from our trusted suppliers and sent to the 
sewing production, where the order is made. By dealing with our material 
suppliers directly, we can ensure that we only work with companies that 
are certified, have proper working conditions for their employees, and we 
can visit them to inspect their facilities. Unfortunately, the Covid crisis and 
government regulations physical visits have not been possible for the first half 
of 2020.

Return Deposit 

We encourage our customers to take care of their clothes, so that it lasts 
longer. If you can prolong the lifetime of your clothes you can buy less by 
choosing well. Don’t pull your leggings, when putting them on; roll them over 
the foot and up your leg. This puts less strain on the seams. Wash the clothes 
when its dirty, not just cause you’ve worn it once. Tencel, our wood fiber 
textile, is anti-bacterial, so have you used the shirt once without sweating, 
then the shirt does not need to be washed. 

When the clothes is finally worn out it can be returned and the customer 
gets 20% off their next purchase on the website. This way we make sure 
the clothes does not end up in the landfill or leave the customer with the 
responsibility of finding a more sustainable solution for discarding their worn 
out clothes. We use the clothes again in other products and ensure that our 
waste management is part of our circular production. Circular production is 
our core value.

Production Strategy





The Vain Dane Athletic work values
Stakeholders include your employees. If we are treating our suppliers and 
partner after a certain code of ethics, we should do the same for our own 
employees. Integrating sustainability into the lives of all our employees in 
the office is our responsibility. In that we have direct influence. On certain 
areas we have no choice, but to go with government regulations, but in other 
areas we can adapt different benefits and initiatives guiding and inspiring our 
employees like cater lunch for all our employees ensuring its vegetarian and 
vegan. What they do at home is out of our control, but hopefully they will 
come to value the impact and outcome of the sustainable efforts they work 
with on a daily basis. The more our employees and our partners know about a 
sustainable lifestyle, without having to compromise on quality of life the more 
likely they are to adapt and change even just small areas of their everyday life. 
The feeling of making a difference is empowering.

For a start-up relying on interns rather than employees, it’s still important to 
have policies in place. Interns are no different and should have the same rights 
as your employees. Our first year has been without any fulltime hirings, but 
getting ready to welcome new employees in 2021 and applying for a B-Corp 

Certification all employee policies and procedures have been prepared. 

Employees are the most important resource in the company – invest in them

Ethical sustainability is just as important as environmentally friendly textiles 
and zero waste policies. Investing in your employees, so they perform, develop, 
grow and stay with the company is your responsibility. We set them up to 
succeed or fail with our company policies and procedures. They are our most 
important stakeholders.

Employees should feel committed and challenged – that will lead to results and 
a sense of importance and meaningfulness. This will be a gain for the company 
and happy employees will stay at work. Vain Dane Athletic has undertaken 
lengthy and thorough organisational work to prepare all aspects of hiring and 
employing as part of the company strategy. To ensure progress is continuous, 
we have decided to work towards a B-Corp Certification in Q1 of 2021. It is 
part of a sustainable employment. It’s all about supporting people.





Code of Conduct
“It is vital to the success of Vain Dane Athletic that employee’s conduct business with 
honesty and integrity, and in accordance with all legal and regulatory requirements”  
Tina Søgaard-Pedersen, Owner

The formal business ethics and code of conduct of Vain Dane Athletic is 
strict. However, the company culture and skill set within the company is 
what makes us live up to the understanding of sustainability and what makes 
us all live up to company policies and act accordingly in our daily work. By 
having a firm set of rules and regulations the employees are never in doubt 
of what is acceptable and can operate freely within a strict set of guidelines 
and regulations. 

We operate on both business and sustainable principles:

1. Conduct business with honesty and integrity and in a professional manner 
that protects the Company’s good public image and reputation.

2. Build long-lasting relationships with customers, vendors, suppliers, and 
fellow employees based on trust and treat each of these individuals with 
respect and dignity, when conducting business.

3. Become familiar with and comply with legal requirements and the 
Company’s policy and procedures.

4. Safeguard the Company’s confidential information, and respect the 
confidential information of other parties with whom we do business or 
compete.

5. Managers should ensure all their employees receive guidance, and 
communication on ethical behaviour and legal compliance relevant to 
their duties for the Company.

6. Strive for continuous improvement of sustainable processes within the 
company and at the suppliers.

7. Support those who need it. 
8. The Company recognises the value of striving for a balanced work force 

and is committed to the principles of equal opportunity, equality of 
treatment, and creating a dynamic climate, where diversity is valued as a 
source of enrichment and opportunity.

9. All phases of the employment relationship including recruitment, hiring, 
training, promotion, compensation, benefits, layoffs, and leaves of absence 
will be carried out by all managers without regard to race, colour, religion, 
gender, age, sexual orientation, ethnic or national origin or disability.

10. Every employee has the right to work in an environment that is free from 
harassment and in which issues of harassment will be resolved without 
fear of reprisal.





Goals
Mapping
For our first sustainability report, we have used our existing inhouse numbers 
and documentation. We do not have any fancy mapping template or standards, 
nor do we want to follow a set guideline as this point. Our first mapping is 
purely qualitative and with indirect estimates of the stakeholder’s priorities 
since we have not been able to visit them and involve them to the extent we 
wanted to due to Covid-19. 
Our hope for the next year is that we can start mapping our production and 
partner outcome. Those will have our highest priority as our sale activity 
increases. As we get the B-Corp certification we continue to measure all 
stakeholder activities, but some will be more urgent than others. 

Life cycle assessment, LCA, is one of our main goals for next year. We want 
to measure the CO2 footprint of each of our products. We will collect data 
throughout the year and work in collaboration with a dedicated professional 
to ensure we meet the standard of climateneutral.org. 

B-Corp Certification
Certified B Corporations are a new kind of business that balances purpose 
and profit. They are legally required to consider the impact of their decisions 
on their workers, customers, suppliers, community, and the environment. This 
is a community of leaders, driving a global movement of people using business 
as a force for good. 
Vain Dane Athletic is currently applying for the certification and working 
through the requirements. We have chosen to commit to these values as we 
had already embraced them, and so much more, when establishing our company. 
We don’t want to just produce more sportswear. We want to produce the 
best sustainable sportswear solution with all stakeholders being considered 
equally, whilst still running a profitable business for the shareholders.

The Green Way
Some of our products are more sustainable than others. Its that simple if you 
look at it from certain perspectives. 100% materials are always better, because 
they are easier to recycle. We highlight the “Greener Choices” with the name 
”The Green Way” and the customer will know that this piece has a lower 
CO2 emission or is easier to recycle.

Advisory Board
We want to establish an advisory board to advice and support Vain Dane 
Athletic as we continue to grow. There will be four advisory chairs to fill:

• Ambassador/customer
• Our ambassadors will always have a chair in our advisory board 

cause they are the ones helping with the design development 
and as an indirect customer they also wear the clothes and 
experience the pros and cons of the products long term. 

• Partner
• Any organisation, who benefit or has an interest in Vain Dane 

Athletic’s goals and mission, a current partnership organisation or 
environmental scholor.

• Business profile
• B2C - a strong business profile from a retail brand, who 

understands the challenges a company faces, when dealing with 
consumers. How to align our marketing efforts and general sales 
advice.

• B2B - an experienced corporate sales profile to help with our 
B2B sale. Experience from sustainability or corporate branding 
and work clothes would be preferred.



Waste management 2019/2020
1. ECONYL® textile waste:  Vain Dane Athletic, Re-Athlete, Oyester Swim – 

220 kilo
2. Cardboard boxes: 10 kilos for recycling local station, 10 kilo reused for 

storage and shipping
3. Office waste: food, metal, glass – 15 kilo for recycling according to regulations 

of sorting glass, metal, paper etc



Circular waste-based products
The next year will be full of new initiatives and product development for our circular production and waste management. We have teamed up with 
partners, who are leading experts in their fields and the outcome will be amazing.

• Mats
• All small pieces of textile cut-offs from our production along with the ECONYL® yarn textile cut-offs from two of our competitor will be 

made into new products. These products will again be able to go back into the waste production as the material can be used indefinitely. 
• Childrens Swimwear

• All companies should have a part of their business that is non-profit based.  We are currently working on a new non-profit project, where 
the larger pieces of ECONYL® textile cut-off waste will get a new life. Our partner is an organisation working to provide high quality 
employment to enable marginalized women enhance their standard of living, sense of dignity, and independence. 





SUPPLIERS  
Suppliers are another company stakeholder pillar and one we seek to 
continuously dedicate ourselves to improve to ensure that we have the best 
suppliers in the market for environmentally friendly production and ethical 
sustainability. To cover the sustainable aspects of all our suppliers, a one fits 
all standard cannot illustrate, how we pick our partners. For some so called 
sustainability experts focusing on one area of the equation is enough. Not 
for us. We initially decided we wanted a 100% EU production. However, we 
quickly had to change our perception on this matter, because we were not 
able to find high quality sustainable elastics in the EU. Meaning we would 
have a low quality elastic shortening the life span of our products, cancelling 
out any sustainable aspect. So, instead we worked with other important 
parameters and decided to go with a small-scale family run business in 
Hong Kong, lead by a female manager and having an Oeko-Tex certification. 
We produced a large order, so we wouldn’t have to repeat the shipping for 
a couple of years. These two aspects are just as significant, when looking at 
sustainability and calculating the effects of your production.

We work with ECONYL® regenerated nylon yarn, because its made from 
discarded waste such as fishing nets, old rugs and carpets, and industrial nylon 
waste. The process of regenerating exiting nylon cuts the CO2 emissions 
with as much as 90% compared to the production of virgin nylon. Reason 
enough to use this product, but also taking into consideration that 48% of 
the plastic in the oceans are discarded fishing nets made it the only choice 
for us. All our tights, bras, and running shirts are made with ECONYL® yarn 
and its clearly one of the most important aspects of our company. 

Our sewing partner in Lithuania is a company run almost entirely by 
women. The company is SEDEX certified and their attitude towards Vain 
Dane Athletic’s at times strange requests is fantastic. Because Vain Dane 
Athletic is always searching for new ways to improve the environmental 
imprint of the production, we have come up with ways to produce our 
clothes that isn’t normal for conventional sewing production, but again here 
is our partner flexible and accommodating to our requests.

We value sustainable family businesses
Our textile print partner in Italy, Lyma International, is a family business 
based in Como, where the fabric printing tradition is passed down from 
generation to generation. The owners, Mrs and Mr Cappelletti, has grown 
Lyma over the last 40 years into a modern company, specialized in printing 
fabrics with its own printing and finishing plant. 
The company has invested in leading-edge technological and creative 
structures to achieve the best results and quality using the inkjet/digital 
printing technology. Thanks to the use of digital printing Lyma saves roughly 
50% of water over the traditional printing method. All their fabric and dye 
suppliers are certified Oekotex.

Our mission is to have long lasting relationship with our non-textile related 
suppliers and partners as well. 2019 and 2020 presented opportunities to 
work with our partners on multiple occasions on photography, graphics, 
and design. We prefer to go for the small partners rather than the large 
commercial setups, as we are fully aware of the importance of
supporting small-scale businesses. We connect with partners and suppliers 
that help us fulfil our sustainability goals.
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Vain Dane Athletic is ”Støttefisk” (support fish) 
for the public aquarium, Kattegatcentret, 
in Grenaa, Denmark. That means that each year 
we donate 2% of our revenue to help them with 
their research and preservation projects.

By partnering up with the Danish public 
aquarium, Kattegatcentret, we found a partner, 
who is equally invested in finding solutions to 
cleaning the oceans, preservation of marine 
animals, and researching seaweed and algaes 
abilities.

KATTEGATCENTERET
C l e a n  O c e a n  -  C l e a n 

C o n s c i e n c e  -  C l e a n  S p o r t

PARTNERS



CAMILLA 
SALLING OLSEN 
Member of the Danish national free diving team and owner of Camilla Salling, 
mental coaching.

Camilla Salling Olsen can hold her breath for 5.32 
min and dive 66 meters into the deep ocean on 
just one breath of air. We teamed up with Camilla, 
because she embodies the values, we build Vain 
Dane Athletic on. Discipline, focus, and goal setting. 

Ocean pollution

Camilla dives in oceans and lakes around the 
world and knows first hand the issues, we are 
facing due to plastic pollution in our oceans, so 
for her it only makes sense to buy sportswear 
made out of regenerated nylon from fishing nets 
and other nylon waste, as she is only too aware 
of the damage the discarded fishing nets do to the 
marine life both in Denmark and globally.

Sport is very much a psychological 
hurdle

”When I hold my breath for 5.32 min I experience 
everything from calmness to an inner storm. During 
the first minutes I experience a calm and forget 
everything around me. Then suddenly everything feels 
tight and I feel my body reacting, sending signals to 
breathe, but a focused training has taught me that 
Im safe and that I should just trust myself. Despite 
the large waves around me - I stay still dedicated to 
perform and break another personal record.”

To be in the moment and not be pressured by 
thoughts of giving up. She uses these tools, when 
her clients need to find their focus under pressure, 
whether sport or professional performances. 

She teaches workshops in sports psychological 
performance optimization for corporate 
professionals and elite athletes. 

Having Camilla as our ambassador is a great 
honour and we are lucky to be able to be part of 
a young national athletes dreams and goals.

Camilla is also on our board of advisors, where 
her input on the performance of the clothes is an 
important input for the design process and early 
sample development.

AMBASSADORS 

”
The ocean is my playground, its a 
place where I forget about time and 
place”



”
The ocean is my playground, its a 
place where I forget about time and 
place”



Jeanette  Hedegaard

Lena Vindt Holm 

Lena is the owner of OCR Odense and Odin Race. She is a personal trainer and nutritionist, 

who works in Vain Dane Athletic’s hometown of Odense. She is a Vain Dane Athletic ambas-

sador, because of her commitment to health and nutrition, as well as being a role model for 

teenagers and people, who value outdoor training. Lena is a keen OCR athlete and currently 

setting up Odense’s first OCR training centre. She takes the time to train and boost peoples 

confidence, whilst making sure everyone is able to keep up by scaling the exercises. That is 

what a successful personal trainer does - listen and guides people who come to her for help.

Jeanette has been our brand ambassador since day one and she is our Cross-fit apparel and 
2019 Cross-fit campaign model. She is a biologist with focus on conservation and management of 
species, with an amazing track record including TEDxOdense, Podcasts, the animal way podcast, 
and animal dissection in Danish ZOOs. ”I teach children of all age groups about biology themes 
varying from mathematics to evolution to environmental changes.”



Vain Dane Athlet ic  Aps

www.va indane .com

info@vaindane .com

+45 26 90 00 91

CVR: 38476297

@vanedaneath let ic


